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TE
'Top Ten' of saloons - what a mine-
field. In the end we made life easier by
deciding that the car had to have been
available with four doors, so as to be

uncompromised in its suitability for family
use, and that technical excellence was more
important than commercial success. The
former criterion excluded the Mini and the
Beetle, the latter allowed inclusion of the
JowettJavelin and the NSU Ro8O.

There was no bickering over the choice of
the two Citro€ns. Both the Traction Auant
and the DS were revolutionary cars in their
day, so advanced that they redefined the
technical boundaries of automotive design.
As engineering and styling statements they
are without parallel.

Nor was there dissent over the Rover and
theJaguar - although there was discussion of
whether its supedative V12 engine made the
XJ12 more worthy than the XJ6. Ultimately
the lesser extravagance of the 'XK -powered
car won through. Driving it confirmed little
can match its seductive package even today,
and of our ten it was probably the favourite to
drive back to London.

The 2OO0 was voted on board for how it
combined the studied creativity so char-
acteristic of Rover with a design that esta-
blished a new genre of compact luxury car
for the professional and business driver. Its
amalgam of traditional quality, excellent road
behaviour and realistic price, not to forget its
ra.ft of safety features, make it one of the most
significant cars to emerge from the sixties.

The Jaguar scores above all for a chassis
design of such supreme competence that
critics put the Coventry saloon above Rolls-
R.oyce in terms of suspension refinement.

TheJowett also made it into our lists with
little dissent, although the reliabiliry issue did
occasion some questioning. But the advanced
Gerald Palmer design was so fundamentally
right in elzery a*spect, and so far ahead of
anything else offered at the time by the
British industry, that ultimately we had no
hesitation about its inclusion - especially as

its problems were in the end resolved.
Rather more discussion revolved around

the NSU Ro8O. The bold aerodynamically-
efficient u'edge styling, the excellent chassis,
the uncanny refinement of the rotary engine:
these were not challenged, any more than the
bravery of such a small firm as NSU in
launching apackage so technically advanced.

But the engine problems made it a failure
as a consumer object, it was argued - the
equivalent of a washing machine that leaves
your kitchen in inches of water. In the end it
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What are the top ten saloons of all time? \iltre held an office poll to

choose the most distinguished designs, and then assembled ouf ten

carsfor aweekend's driving in

rural Yorkshire. Jon Pressnell

explains how the choice was

made, and the C&S teamreveal

how the ten contrasting cars

lived up to their expectations.

Photos:JulianMackie

was decided that because these problems
have now been licked, the NSU's still-modern
design makes itworthY of aPlace.

The Alfasud also provoked argument, on
account of its legendary lack of rust resis-
tance. However excellent a car's engineer-
ing, can you call it a good vehicle if it
disintegrates as rapidly as 'Suds have tended
so to do? But this problem became less acute
as the years passed, and it was readily agreed
that the Alfasud was tbe benchmark front-
wheel-drive medium-sized family car at its
launch, and did much to raise the standards of
design in this sector of the market.

On the surface a rather more contentious
choice was the Guilia. The argument for its
inclusion was that for a modestly-priced
saloon (at least in its home market) it had a
combination of virtues and an overwhelming
competence that together with its undeniably
sporting character made it one of the most
appealing sports saloons you could buy.

Still on an Italian kicb the Aprilia's advanced
engineering, th.e brio of its V4, and the
wonderful Art Deco styling made it an easy

choice.
Finally, the Ford. This was probably the car

whose inclusion was most contested, but its
pioneering of the MacPherson strut and the
use of a new-generation'over-square' engine
are historically important, and for Ford it was
a major breakwith the Past.

The Morris Minor missed the list by a

whisker. Despite the woddwide affection in
which the Minor is held, and the accepted
excellence of its chassis, it was felt that it was

2- technically too conservative to deserve

; lncluslon.

= This accusation could hardly be levelled at
jl anotherBMC nomination, the I loo,which in
$ its day was the most advanced small car in the
Z world - but familiarity seems to have bred a

E surely unmerited degree of disdain for one of
Q lssigonis's most successful designs.
t The Peugeot 20J was also up for consider-

$ ation: its supple-riding chassis with coil-

$ sprung rear and its sweet engine put it well
y ahead of its British competition. and its
f; ruggedness has never been in doubt. But was
6 it as clever a design as theJavelin?
: The Citro€n GS was another possibility,
! but the Alfasud was felt to achieve much the
S r"-e goals with less complexity: also men-
q doned was the Renault 16, as the car that
] pioneered ttre family hatchback.
y But hard decisions had to be made' and
9 many worthy cars had inevitably to be dis'

f, carded. All that remained was to drive our
['TopTen'.
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CITROTN TRACTIONAVNI

he Citro€n Traction, with its front'
wheel drive, monocoque construction
and all-torsion-bar springing, is a

massive, towering reference point in
the history of the mass-produced car.

The problem is, if you don't have anY
personal reference points to other'ordinary'
cars of the thirties, and if - like many of the
C€zS team - your driving experience is
mostly confined to post-war cars, then the
appeal ofthe Traction is diftcult to grasp.

' Yes, there's the whole hackneyed Maigret
thing, the unmistakable shape, its utter
Frenchness that most of us can relate to. It's
just that, at first, it comes across as a rather
noisy and agricultural old car to the uniniti-
ated. Only when you stack it up directly
against its competitors ft'om the thirties,
forties and ffiies does the Traction Avant
really begin to shine.

It is actually quite easy to drive, not
demanding any real allowances for its age.
The Traction Avant slips through its three
gears with the smoothness and amiability of a
design 2O years its junior, requiring iust a

natural pause between each gear to make
engagement smooth. Even the cranked
"mustard open" lever that sprouts out of the
dash seems perfectly natural after awhile.

Rugged is the adjectiYe that springs to
mind when describing the overhead valve 2'
litre engine, but it was pretty much state of
the art in the thirties and still capable even in
the eady fifties when any car that could show
Somph on the speedo was still classed as

prettyquick.
This unrestored Traction, a French-built

Onze Nortnale (Big 15) from the ffiies, is
still good for a relaxed 6omph, with useful
flexibility from the slow-relving Wet-liner
engine. Mind you, it's a tiring long-distance
car on modern roads, being short of both
gears and power for confident motorway
work. That said, its owner, affable Tony
Green, who has owned the car for about two
years, is quite happy to tackle long trips in it.

The chassis is s'hat
really sets this cliche on
wheels apart from it.s

contemporaries. [n 1 9-3+
virtually nothing - except
perhaps a l.ancia Aprilia -
could hold this car
through the t*'ists and
turns of a cross-countrr-
dash, and even norr- it Ls

noticable how flatlv it
commits itself to a rurrl
hownicelyweighted and
precise tire steerhg feels.
notwithstanding the
extreme lorr-speed
healyness and cross-
Channel ferry-stvle lock.

There isn't enough
power for anyttLing that
resembles understeer: t}rc
Traction just trundle5
round, with linle roll but
at speeds that would leave
most British cars of the peri(}J uPrurned (rn

their roof. You can attribute thar t,,r the l,lsr'
build and stiffrress of the monc'ccque bull a-s

much as to the securin of front-sircel drile.
The supple, qlsll-demp'ed ride s-r rirld rrr-ake a

mockery of manv conr-endi 'n:l rr<.::lled
'luxury cars'of the Tracdon's agc ir-r-, Ittan-Ls

to the advanced torsion bar:prtngng.
The looks are rrtrat amracl fix-lr pctple to

this car. The roomv cabin ha-s s dlrk chirrn.
as cold and uninviting as a French urin:l sr-ith
its barfen til dash and cheerlas grrr cloth
seats. Lots of head and legSoom l,-rr thtrse in
the back though and n'onderfulh u nc lunere d
flat floors for all.

The Traction is an all-time erc:it c:lr. not
iust a great saloon. and in much of srtrat it
offered was 20 -vears ahead of the €pme. \tore
than half a centu{- on it still imPre$es a-s a

driver's car: you just har-e to lolk at it from
the rightperspective.

MartinBuckle-v

lboue:cewas
srprisinglyrclean
aodvnamicallY
forapre*ar
de.$g!l

Left:Traction
AYantin Onze
flormalelblglSl
formwithbustle
boot. Gar has lower
stanGethanmost
'3Osdeeigns,
nothing else look$
likeit

Below:Tractiono
cotningtotheend
of llreproduction
line. Gars were also
builtintSlough,
England

Citro€n Traction Ar-anl Built I 93+- I 9 j-.
Straight four, 19 1 I cc. 6obhp. three-speed
gearbox, torsion bar independent trom
suspension, rear beam a-xle sr-ith torcion
bars, drum brakes, rack and pinion
steering. Production -08. 399 (all four-
cylinder Tractions). First us€ offront-
wheel drive in apopular car. combined
wittr very stiffunitar)'construction and all
torsion bar springing. Usual structural fl.rst
problems, particularly with British-built
Slough cars. Engine is strong but gearbox
and differential unit a weakpoint. Spares
supply good, particularly secondhand
parts. Prices range from 53000 for a tatty
but sound car, to around 51 1,000 for a
Traction in really fine order. Expect to
pay much more for a rare and desirable
Cabriolet - up to 535,000.
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JOVETTJA\trI,N

heJowettJavelin seemed to have it all,
at its launch in mid 1946. New over-
head-valve lV2-litre flat-four engine;
torsion-bar and twin-wishbone in-

dependent front suspension; rack-and-pinion
steering; softly.sprung torsion-bar live rear
axle; seating for six; an aerodynamically-
efficient (Cd 0.39) streamlined integral-
construction body with a low centre of
gravity,aflatfloor,goodvisibility,andsuitably
generous ground clearance for colonial use -
how could theJavelin not be a success, even
at its relatively high price?

But it wasn't until 1948 that production
got underway... onlyforproblemswith crank-
shafts, bearings and head gaskets to emerge,
along with cooling deficiencies. These were
not fully resolved until 195 1..'. by which time
a new type of gearbox was resulting in
widespread and well-publicised gearbox
failures.

Sales evaporated, stocks of completed
Javelins and of trimmed and painted body-
shells piled up, production ground to a halt,
and ultimately Jowett ran out of money,
closing its doors ]n 1954 without ever re-
starting the Javelin lines it had been obliged
to halt in I952.The car was quite simply seen
as too expensive and too unreliable by the dis-
criminatingpublic for which itwas intended.

tf(rhich is a shame, because the Javelin is a
cracking little car, and a vastly superior
device to the mediocritiespeddled by certain
larger manufacturers at th€ time .

John Taylor bought hisJavelin three or so
yeafs ago:

"I wanted something that could carry
myself, my wife, and my four children. We
can all fit in theJowett in reasonable comfort,
unlike in my modern Volvo. The Jowett's
appeal is that it has a style of its own. You can
compare a Cresta with a Zephyr, and maybe a
Zephyr with a Vanguard, but theJavelin is the
Javelin - it's an individual car. It's reasonably
reliable, too, and it's not hard work to drive."

First impressions are of the smartly trim-
med, spacious, and well-appointed interior,

especially in the 'de luxe' version with its
leather upholstery and veneer dashboard.

Mind you, this spaciousness is to a large
degree achieved by having a driving position
well forward in the car, as allowed by the
compact engine, and this means that you sit
quit€ close to the wheel, with wheelarch
intrusion forcing the pedals inwards.

The engine is grutr almost to the point of
coarseness, but this thrumminess becomes
surprisingly endearing, as
it is accompanied by
impressive pulling
power, especially in
second. Hills taken in
top will shave the speed
off, but the Javelin will
haul itself up without
the need for a down-
change, and once on the
level wi.ll quickly settle
into a contented 6omph
crurse.

The column change is
actuated by a charming little chromed lever,
and operates smoothly and unobstructively,
with good synchromesh, although on the
third-to-fourth change you need to go slowly
to allow the change mechanism to keep pace.
The clutch isfine; so are the brakes.

You're always aware that the Javelin is a
tall, narrow car, but it never feels topply, and
adhesion seems good. The steering is direct
and smooth, and you're soon hacking through
the countryside at a respectable pace -
thanks to its excellent power-to-weight ratio,
the Jowett is not an under-powered car.
There's none of the over-soft roly-poly hand-
ling of the Zephyr, either: the ride is absorbant
but never soggy, although there's an initial
phase of short-amplitude bounce before the
dampers do theirwork.

The overall feel of the Javelin is of a
creatively-engineered, characterfu I and well-
handling little saloon with a definite sporting
touch-an Engish Iancia, perhaps?

JonPressnell

Brochureshot
showeoneof the
Javelin's fottes -
tfteabilitytoseat
sixinrearonable
conrfort, as a result
of tlhecompactf,at-
"fourpowerunit.
Garispackaged
enlremelvwell

Garr's streamlined
shapeiswodrof
GeraldPalmerin
tlhemain.later
testsproYeditas
aerodynamically
efficientasitlooks

Interiorof deluxeis
vetlpleasondy
appointed; you sit
well forrard in car'
andclosetowheel
Steering-column
changeiseasyto
use,spchrogood

water-cooled ohv flat-four, l486cc,
5O / 5 2. 5bhp ; four-speed gearbox ; fiont
suspension by twin wishbones and
longitudinal torsion bars; live rear axle
with transverse torsion bars, located by
twin arms and pair of radius rods, Panhard
rod; telescopic dampers ftont and rear;
rack-and-pinion steering; hydro-
mechanical brakes until 1950, fully
hydraulic thereafter; unitary body
construction. Production: 23,3O7.W atch
for rear-end rust. Supply ofmechanical
spares good. Restoration projects S,800-
$lOOO; sound runners 525OO-L3OOO;
best cars 55,500-S5OOO.
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CNROEI{DS

he Citro€n DS cannot be ignored.
Even though much of the technical
ground it broke was never whole-
heartedly taken up by other makers,

despite the fact that the DS did not get the
engine it deserved, it wis, without doubt, still
a tdy great design.

It's difficult to imagine the impact it had in
1955, in fact it's dificult to get your head
round the fact that it actually came out in
1955. That's 35 years ago. If the shape, an
elegant exercise in sculptured aerodynamics,
didn't bowl you over with its futuristic
dynamism, what lurked underneath certainly
would: brakes, st€ering, suspension, clutch
and even the gearchange - all these were
hydraulically or hydropneumatically driven
offthe engine.

The front brakes - discs of course - were
in-board and the self-levelling suspension
used front wishbones and rear trailing arms
with a gas-filled suspension sphere for each
wheel, and an automatic height corrector to
give a constant ground clearance at all times.
To the Morris Oxford driving classes over in
England all this must have seemed quite
baffling.

It was front-driven, of course, with Citrodn's
pre-historic four-cylinder overhead Yalve
1.9-litre thumper (a lightly disguised traction
unit), but in that eady guise it couldn't even
reach 9omph. By the time the CX was taking
over in 1975 th'e injected DS23 could top
llTmph, and storm to 6O in 1O seconds. It
had a fr ont-mounted semi-automatic gearbox,
operated by a column lever, which didn't find
favour with everybody, but four- and five-
speed manuals and conventional automatics
camelater.

we tried 
^'67 

DSzl, one of the rebuilt
Morton Stockwell cars, with the restyled
twin-light front end introduced that year and
the shorter stroke 2l75cc engine. Owner
Knaresh Ramchandani bought the left-hand
drive leather trimmed DS as an alternative to
a company Sierra. He has no special interest
in old cars but just "liked the shape" and
treats the blue Citro€n as if it was a new car,
which is a refreshing attitude in some ways: -
he even put it through a car wash during our
weekend in Yorkshire.

One enters the DS through large frameless
doors, climbing over quite a wide sill section.
The floors, both front and rear, are mostly flat
and there ismasses ofloungingroom, befitting
its imag€ as a long-distance land-cruiser. This
particular car has an incorrect dashboard, an
eady sixties confection with a strip speedo,
and anonymous switches and knobspeppered
everywhere. The classic single-spoke wheel
is here though and a column shift, stirring a

non-original five-geared box. (Knaresh rated
relaxed motorway cruising above originality
after a bad experience with an undergeared
VWPolo.)

The DS isn't the kind of car one can truly
get the measure of in an hour's drive but its

Below:early
carwithsingle-
lightfrontend

Aboue:DShas
one-of-a-kind
shape' cleaYes
airefficientlyr
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fine qualities shone through even so. The ride
is sublime; calmingly smooth, restfully soft
and cossetting oyer virtually every type of
road surface. The big wheels transmit little in
the way of tremors or banging to the cabin.
The ostentatiously thick seats must help
here.

But outstanding ride quality is the very
least you can expect. What is truly surprising
is the way you can throw the car around after
very little acclimatisation. The power steer-
ing, hyper responsive and a little notchy
when you are not used to it, will let a fast
driver track round bends - power on - with
amazingly sure-footed precision. Assistance
masks much of the understeer, hydraulics
adequately check roll, and the high, com-
manding driving position and good all-round
vision impart even mofe confidence. The
Citro€n DS is a driver's car.

Shame about the engine though. It's one of
the few aspects of the big Citro€n that really
shows its agg, and to work it through the
gears is not'an experience to rdlish. It's
amiable and torquey enough during normal
driving but any hint of hard work gives the
engine a coarse, noisy edge that sits uneasily
with the car's refined character. One consol-
ation is the heary but accurate-feeling column
shi-ft, and those g.reat stand-it-on-its-nose
trrakes.

On long journeys the DS must be in its
element with that high-striding ffih ratio and
lazy, rtJ;atively low-rerwing engine. The car's
straightline stability is superb-it is unaffected
by side gusts - and once things are rolling the
cabin is reasonably quiet, despite the close
proximity of the engine to the bulkhead, and
wind noise is low, so sealing around those
frameless sidewindows must be good.

Now, sadly, Citroen is moving away from
the imaginative engineering ethic the DS
established all those years ago. But the design
was courageous in a way no maker could be
today and Citro€n made it work. lt also set
standards of ride refinement that are only
now being decisively broken. And, for that,
the DS should be eternallyhonoured.

Heriorof rare
?lcs{ige'DS
lldivision
rt,int{ris
crcc,telephone
-tlscouldbea
-itterial651.IDSsare
clortably
bished,
thghthe
dandishness
J{lcfacia
Itendson
holdttre
c-b

MartinBuckley

Citroen DS 1955-197 5. (Spec for DS2 I ).
In-line four, 217 5cc, I 00bhp, front-wheel
drive, four/five-speed gearbox, all-
independent hydropneumatic
suspension, disc front, drum rear brakes,
assisted rack and pinion steering. Total
production 1,330,7 55. T\e technological
'tour de force' of the ffiies, first car to use
hydraulics on power steering, brakes, gear
shi-ft and suspension, plus outstanding
aero<Iynamic sryling. Hydraulics not the
problem you might think, and engine is

near indestructable, but watch for rot
especially on the underpan. Parts around
ifyou knowwhere to look. Price guide:
l,25OO-S3OOO for a decent runner,
s,l0,OOO for concours.
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ROVTRP5 2OO()

he Rover 2OOO upset convention. The
first convention to bite the cut-pile
was that of what a Rover should be:
conservative to the point, almost, of

stateliness, and furnished to the level of a

London club. The new 2OOOwasleanandlow
outside, and sharply contemporary inside,
with its open-planplastic dashboard, its drop-
down'shin-bins', its instrument panel resem-
bling the latest hi-fi set, and its Fomica
woodgraintrim.

Then there was th€ convention that an
'executive'car should have six cylinders: the
Rover had an all-new overhead-cam'four'.

Finally, a family car in this class should seat
five - or six, even, ifyou had a front bench
seat: the Rover, with its sculpted rear buckets,
made a point of only seating four.

And dl this is without discussing the
engineering: the base-unit form of con-
struction (giving easy accident repairs and a
deformable safety cage), the de Dion rear
axle (to reduce unsprung weight and to keep
the rear wheels parallel to each other, as well
as to offer ride and roadholding at least the
equal of a good independent rear, at less
cost), the extraordinary bulkhead-mounted
front suspension (intended to allow room for
a gas-turbine engine). Rivals looked very
ordinary in comparison...

Self-employed builder David Thorp's one-
owner-from-new 2OOO has made him a con-
fi.rmed P6 enthusiast - as well as leading him
to play an active role in the thriving Rover P6
Owners'Club.

"If you compare it with the Triumph, it's
in a different league, because the Rover's
standards of refinement and quality are so
hiCh - the quality of the engineering is
superb. By today's standards it needs more
power, although I don't think it was under-
powered when it came out in 1963. I think it
upheld all the Rover traditions, despite it
beingsuch abreak in design t€rms."

The 2OOO is indeed a bit ofa culture shock
if you're used to P4s and the like. But you
soon take on board the plastic interior,
because the design is so sensible, and the

quality of materials so good...
and because, above all, the
interior has such a delightful,
intilnate ambiance, with its deep
transmission tunnel and those
superb rear buckets. Details
such as the individual shaping
of the switches, so they can be
ide ntified by touch, are typically
Rover, and everything works
with Rover-like precision. This
car has quality.

On the road, you're never in any doubt the
engine is a big'four'. dthough never coarse,
it's certainly not in any way sweet, and nof is
it laziy torquey in the manner of the P4's
creamy'six': you need to use the gears. u7ith
the slightly notchy but enjoyable short-throw
gearchange that's no hardship, especially as

the 'box is allied to an undemandingly light
clutch. Cruising at the legal limit is supremely
relaxed, and there's an impressive lack of
windnoise.

The 2OOO has higb levels of adhesion,
thanks to that de Dion rear, and it has a
supple, absorbant ride; the pay-off is a fair
amount of lean on corners, accompanied by a
degree of understeer. The steering isn't too
low-geared, and once you're on the move
feels ideally weighted and nicely fluid; at low
speeds it's a bit rubbery, and a tad on the
healy side. The brakes - all-disc, and inboard
at the rear - have a delightful firm, short-
travel progressive action, and pull the car up
securely.

The 2OOO engenders a sense ofwell-being
that is pure Rover, and comes from a com-
bination of thoughtful design and quality
assembly. Add to this a degree of dynamic
competence comfortably above that of its
rivals, and you can understand the view
of Car and Driuer, when they tested the
2000TC.

"We believe that it is absolutely the best
sedan that has ever been presented in the
pages of this magazine. rJ(/'e think it's an
automotive milestone," they wrote. Nter 25
years, that iudgementstill rings ffue.

JonPressnell

Distinctiue decign
ofRoYerdoor
handle;notedre
trmHehomeof
car'ssidepanels

RoYerinterioris
intimateand
bo.utitullt
presented,widr
manytypically
Bouertouches.
Bucketrearseats
arenotaHefeature;
leg-roomisnot
briffian1btrtis
adequate.Simple,
elegantdashhasa
realsintEesfaYour

Overhead-cam Heron-head in-line'four'
with alloy head, 1978cc, gobhp ( I I 4bhp
for twin-carb TC ); four-speed all-synchro
gearbox (auto optional); front suspension
by leading top links, transverse bottom
links, bulkhead-mounted horizontal coil
springs, with anti-roll bar standard; rear
suspensionby coil springs and de Dion
axle,located byVatts linkage ; all-round
disc brakes, inboard at rear;worm-and-
roller steering with high-mounted box;
body/chassis base unit with bolt-on skin
panels. Produ ction: 248,9 59 minimum
including 2200, plus minimum 80,107 of
35OO models. Base-unit I'ulnerable to rust.
Prices from J, 4OO to s,4oOO.
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dash,bigwheel,
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NSUROSO

T f vou take the hard. clinical view the NSI-I

I n'osO shouldn't be included in our top

I to gr.ut saloons group. As " -.utlt of
I getting from A to B it was less of a success
than the Momis Marina and, f a car can't
function properly as a mere means of trans-
port, what's the point? The car had major
engine problems early in its life, initially with
rotor-tip sealing and later with crankshaft
bearing failure, so it's a problem that has to be
addressed, no matter how good the car is as a
design entity.

But lately, with the help of people like
Wankel guru Simon Kramer, the car has
redeemed itself with over 70,000 miles reli-
ability from the original NSU rtrTankel engine,
and piston engine levels of longevity for a
Mazda-engined car. The rest of the Ro8O
never gave much cause for worry an1'way and
people forget it's a 25-year-old design: slim
the bumpers and flush fit the glass and it
could be a nineties car, high-tailed, low-
nosed, with a tall, delicately pillared six-light
roof. And how many cars do you see these
days with such a lavish expanse of glass? In
1967 it looked like something from outer
space.

Rather like the laguar XJ6 the NSU Ro80
earns its place as much for the dynamic
excellence of the whole rather than any one
single design feature, although the bravery of
launching a radically new type of motor car
engine into mass production was taken into
consideration, as well as the fact that it set
ground des for today's generation of aero-
dynamic big Audis: did you know the third

generation Audi 100 saloon was set to use a
fully-developed Viankel engine before nerly
management pulled the plug?

Simon Kramer of Rotechnics (who brought
this particular car along, tl:,e'77 Earls Court
show machine and last Ro80 imported)
doesn't like to talk about the engine pro-
blems, and lays much of the blame squarely at
the door of the people who drove them: 'You
should keep the gearbox in first range in
town but many drivers used the gearbox as a

fully automatic and changed into top as soon
aspossible. The engine willpull awaywithout
jerkiness or hesitation, because the torque
converter will take all the load, but it's not
good for the engine."

Accidently knocking the top of the touch-
sensitive gearlever - thus disengaging the
clutch - was a sure-fire way of popping an
engine athigh speed. Town-useRoSOs tended
to eat engines like most cars used clutches
but, in Germany, where the car's autobabn
prowess could be used to fulI advantage, the
Wankel had a longer life and the car was a
relative success.

It's the uay tf:e FroSO still excels as a ruii;
refined, modern car out on the road that
makes it so impressive. Inside it's big and airy
- like an Audi loo in fact - with broad, hard
seats for fat German bottoms, ample knee and
shoulder room for rear passengers and an
almost flat floor. It's neat, still modern in feel
and beautifully made, let down only by a

black slab of a dashboard that must be the
ultimate in Teutonic emciency.

Weedy low-down torque and the
seater body's corpulence mean that
speed pick-up is never going to strain your
neck muscles but the big rev range is there to
be exploited in every gear and once you get
used to the idea of shi-fting without a clutch
pedal everything iust slips into place. The
engine pulls with a whine like a washing
machine on full spin at low speeds, smooth-
ing out to an eerie whistle that's as relaxing as

it is vibration-free.
It requires a different style ofdriving to get

the best out of it, keeping the twin rotors
spinning quickly, using the slightly notchy
semi-automatic gearbox as a manual: second
gear is the ideal ratio for fast-back double
st uff, allowing 80mph at the66oorpm redline.

The car's handling was a revelation.
Although front-driven, with 6O per cent of its
mass over the front wheels, there is no strong
sensation ofscrubby understeer and coming
on or off the throttle doesn't affect the car's
attilude either. The ZF power steering is
equally unobstrusive: light for parking, per'
fectly weighted for fast driving.

The strut and trailing-arm suspension
allows more roll, perhaps, than you might
find in a car of this class today and maybe, just
maybe, they don't isolate occupants ftom
crashing into potholes as well as a current
Golf. But eyen so you can't take anything
away from the Ro8O. As technical red herrings

fiive-
low
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looksuptodatein
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'' go, it's the greatest.
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NSU Ro80 Built 1967-1977. Two-rotor
Wankel engine, l99occ (nominal), 3-
speed semi-automatic gearbox,
MacPherson Strut front, semi trailing arm
and coil springrear suspension, all round
disc brakes, power-assisted rack and
pinion steering. Total produ ction 37,2O4.
First production saloon car with the
Wankel engine, acclaimedby many as

world's best saloonwhen introduced in
f 967. Wankel engine problems damaged
car's reputation beyond rePair and
inspired awtrl Ford V4 conversions in the
seventies. Many cars now going back to
original NSU or Mazda RX7 as rotor tip
technology is perfected. Relatively
trouble-free. parts can be expensive.
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